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Learn how to write your next bestseller overnight!This book is all about writing. If you have ever

wondered how to write a great book in no time, then you will want to read about the tips and tricks

that are offered. In this book you will learn:â€¢ How to craft a scheduleâ€¢ How to find (and

dominate) your nicheâ€¢ How to overcome procrastinationâ€¢ What advantage you have over other

writersâ€¢ Biggest mistakes to avoidâ€¢ The secret juice you need to succeedâ€¢ Headlines and

sublines that always workâ€¢ The secret to a bestselling coverâ€¢ How to get real 5-stars reviews

instantlyâ€¢ How to build a following quicklyâ€¢ And how to make it on the  bestseller listYou

wonâ€™t want to miss everything that is in store for you. Download your copy right now.Just Scroll

to the top of the page and select the Buy Button.
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This book was obviously written "overnight" so the author could make a quick buck. Annoyingly

double spaced throughout like a high schooler trying to increase page count on a term paper. The

table of contents was not linked for a quick jump to topics a writer might need to reference. A bunch

of 5 star reviews from "authors" who for some reason aren't using their name (maybe they just have



too much integrity to grab some free publicity riding the coattails of an author they rave about).

Nothing revealed in this book that is not available for free on the internet. Overall poor quality

writing, more like copy and paste from public domain sources than original content.

In The Overnight Bestseller, author R.C. Connor takes us on a highly informative journey on how to

write a best-selling book. This is a great book for the beginning writers because it teaches you how

to identify your individual writing style, how to develop your writing niche, how to do your research

--which includes how to document the information that you researched and collected.There are

several techniques on researching and documenting techniques especially your sources which adds

to your credibility as an author. Another important topic is how to set deadlines when you write

because as any writer knows procrastination can be a killer. Connor shows you how to set up a

schedule, and some tips and techniques on sticking to it while overcoming common writing blocks

that writers face.As you get into the meat of writing your information or bestseller, the author shows

you how to create an outline and goes into detail on whether you should type your bestseller or use

a transcriber i.e. record your information then use transcribing software to transfer the information to

your computer.The other important topics in the book include proofreading and editing your book,

marketing, how to get reviews and how to improve your ranking in . One of the best parts of this

book is creating attention grabbing headlines, there are great examples included. This book is a

great guide for the newbie writer who is ready to self publish on  or other publishing platforms. If

youâ€™re ready to write and publish your bestseller then add this guide to your collection.

If this book tells you how to write an overnight best seller, it got lost in all of the extraneous

information the author includes. Here is how I judge ANY "How to" title: if at the end, the author

cannot sum up the book with the phrase, "And THAT is how you [perform task]. After reading this, I

could not say this applies. Now, please do not misunderstand: there IS some good information here.

But how to write a press release...while in itself being important...doesn't really do a thing to create

an overnight best seller. There are also some formatting issues.So if you are an author writing a

how to book, ask yourself: Did I write a book where I can end it with "and THAT is how you [perform

task]. If not, it needs a rewrite...or a different title. Ordinarily I find most people who give one star

ratings unreasonable, however in this instance I can understand why the person who gave this a

one star rating did so. A near miss, sorry.

This is really the book I need! I am trying to write a book, but I got stuck, and I thought I would never



get unstuck! It contains very motivational advices on how to plan our work and schedule our time,

which sometimes I find difficult because of the things that sometimes come by surprise. With age,

we find it hard to concentrate, hut once we are in, that's it, we are gone for the rest of the days,

which is really good! This book has given me the hope and confidence to start writing again!

This is a one-stop book extremely well written with useful information for writers....or want-to-be

writers. As a writer, I was unsure of the value of a book like this because the market is flooded with

similar type books. Well, this is the one you want to read. When I say it is a 100 page, A-Z, book on

creating a best seller, I mean it. Besides giving excellent advice on avoiding a writer's worst enemy

"Procrastination," it covers so much more to include: primary versus secondary sources; studies on

how sleep affects your writing; what type foods will enhance your writing and why; to writing

effective press releases; to the importance of having a professional cover. The author states that

"producing bad quality is one the biggest mistakes you can make." Clearly the author did NOT make

that error with this book.

I just have to say how much I loved the simplicity and the practicality of this new book on writing by

R C Connor. The author obviously knows their subject very well and the book is written in an

easy-to-read style that I found very easy to follow. Highly recommended. Jake

The title says it all, but not in a good way. This is exactly the type of "bestseller" that would be

written in one night. There is not a single piece of information in it that cannot be easily found

anywhere on the Internet with just a few seconds of due diligence. This new movement of authors

writing books about how to master Kindle publishing are the ENTIRE REASON that is so hard for

new authors to crack the code, because authors like this are perfectly happy selling eight copies of

each book but publishing a new book every other day. They are quantity over quality in every way,

so new and talented writers are by default immediately buried under hundreds of thousands of

garbage "books" that are nothing more than shoddy book-report length wastes.And this book is

written for exactly that purpose, to encourage "authors" to just pump out poorly written 30 page

waste piles 80 times a year. And it is exactly why very few self published authors actually "make

it."Books like this aren't doing anybody any favors.
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